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SAFETY = LOVE
It’s the month
of LOVE! Being
safe is the best
way to show
family, friends &
coworkers your
love & respect.
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Our team gathered together recently for a company safety
meeting. Everyone participated in various training classes
and discussed what safety means to them. One of our
drivers said, “Safety is important to me because it involves
everybody around me especially my family. If I’m not safety
oriented then I’m trivializing the importance and significance
of everything and everyone I love and hold dear to me”
Well said Jose! Way to show your love!

The Mountain Team gathers for a quarterly
safety meeting in January

FLY AWAY WITH YOUR VALENTINE!
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FROM THE GROUND UP
DRAPER, UT

There is nothing quite like seeing a project from start
to finish. We love being a part of jobs like this where
our team has a hand in so many parts of the building
process. It began with our Grove 110 ton RT placing &
removing cement forms. Next, our tilt team came on
scene with the Linkbelt 300 ton crawler. In a matter of
days the building began to take shape. Soon our Liebherr 275 ton AT was there to hang steel. And finally, our
Grove 115 ton AT arrived to do the finishing touch of placing the A/C unit on the roof. Thank you to Zwick Construction, Frontline Concrete, Stone Crest Construction
& Gunther’s Comfort Air for being great partners in this
project. Congrats to Onset Financial for the completion
of their beautiful new office building!
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Four Cranes &
a Goldhofer
Our crew remains on-site
at the SLC Airport Redevelopment project. We
recently transported and
placed 2 massive bridge
sections, weight ranging
from 120k to 140k. The
sections were moved
on 10 lines of Goldhofer
SPMT, then we utilized
our Terrex 110 ton RT,
Grove 90 ton RT, Liebherr AT 200 ton, and our
Liebherr 275 ton.

MOUNTAIN HEAVY TRANSPORT
Heavy loads come in all shapes and sizes. We’ve got
the right equipment for all your needs. This job involved
transporting 5 tanks each approximately 16’ wide 16’ tall.
The pieces were moved from Utah to Texas over several days.

The core of Mountain is a top notch
crew who is committed to SAFETY
and executing every job with professionalism and precision. We are
proud to be Mountain strong.

Contact us
393 S Monterey St. Salt
Lake City, UT 84104
www.mountaincrane.com

FEBRUARY CONTEST:
FLY AWAY WITH YOUR
VALENTINE!

2 Delta Flight vouchers
Each voucher $300

Use anywhere!

CLICK HERE TO WIN!

@mountaincrane
801.282.3330

